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Esteemed Delegates, 

I welcome you to GatorMUN XX with the fullest assurance that your time
during our annual conference will be both intellectually rewarding and
extraordinarily entertaining. While the majority of your experience will occur
while you are representing your country in January, it is necessary that you
fully prepare yourself before you arrive at the University of Florida. Preparing
yourself will entail reading the background guide provided by the Director of
your committee, adequately researching your country’s stance on the issues
addressed within, understanding GatorMUN’s Rules of Procedure, and writing
a position paper that will be turned in to your Director at the beginning of
the first committee session. The position paper is a key element of every
Model United Nations conference and I encourage you to familiarize yourself
with the proper way to write a position paper which will be explained below.

A well written position paper is well-researched, concise, and reflects the
country’s stance on a given topic. A position paper for GatorMUN should
begin with a brief background of the country they are representing and their
topic. In the second part of the position paper, delegates should stress the
relevance of the issue to their country, domestic initiatives concerning the
topic, and international initiatives that the delegate’s country supported. The
third part of the position paper should include the delegate's proposed
solutions to the issue faced by the committee. These proposed solutions
should be innovative while remaining on policy. This allows delegates to
arrive at their committee prepared to address such issues in reference to
their own countries. It is typical that, for a two topic committee, position
papers dedicate one page per topic.

Position papers are mandatory for General Assembly Committees and are
due at the beginning of the first committee session. Delegates must submit
their paper electronically, or bring a printed copy of their position papers to
the first committee session. There will be a position paper award for each
committee. Most position papers must be single spaced and Times New
Roman twelve point font, and a minimum of one page and a maximum of
two pages. In addition to the one to two pages of content, a bibliography in
MLA or Chicago format is required. It is up to the delegates discretion
whether to use footnotes or in text citations, as long as a works cited page is
included. A sample of the body of a position paper has been included below.
More resources are available upon request.

For Press Corps, your position paper will be: single spaced, at a one-page
limit, and be written on the first chosen topic, misinformation.

 We thank you for choosing the best MUN conference that Florida has to offer
and encourage you to email the Secretariat at gatormun@gmail.com if you
have any questions regarding research, submission, or committee topics.
 
Sincerely, 
The GatorMUN Secretariat
GatorMUN XX
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Sample Position Paper 1:
Committee:
Topic:
Country:
Delegate:

Security Council
Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons in the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea
The United Mexican States
First Name, Last Name and School

In 1945, World War il ended and Korea split into two separate
countries., The Democratic Peopie's Republic of Korea (North
Koreal and the Republic of Korea (South Korea. The US became
allies with South Konea and the USSR became alies with North
Korea. Consequently. North Korea became a communist country
and South Korea became a capitalst country. North Korea was in
taver of reuniting with Soufh Korea, but they couid not agree on
which type of govemment they would have. Then, North Korea
wanted to invade South Korea but didn't get support from the
Russia. In 1950. The Korean War began when Russia agreed with
North Korea to attack South Korea.

They were winning when the US came and heiped South Korea
push them out. To settle this conflic, they made a strip of land
called the De-militarized Zone (DMZ) which is the divide between
North and South Koreas. This ended the Korean War but there is til
tension and fighting between these two countries.
North Korea buik a nuclear complex in the 1960s. In the 1970s, thy
expanded their plant into a more capable and compiex facility. In
1985, they signed the treaty of the Non-Proliferation of Nudear
Weapons of Mass Destruction but then dropped out (Altergood
and Kristensen, 2). Since then, they have fired seven balistic
missiles and conducted two nuctear tests, the more recent test
defied UN resolutions 1718 and 1695 [Lee, 1).

World-wide there are approximately 30,000 nuclear weapons
among various countries and Mexico wants to put a slap to it.
(Norris and Kristensen, 1) In the Security Council meeting 6141,
Claude Heller (Mexico) states, From the start, the Mexican
Government strongly condemned the nuciear lest, as wel as the
launches of short-range missies by the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea." Mexico thinks the US should take away all
nuclear weapons from North Korea and is in favor of any UN
resolution that will prevent countries from getting nuclar weapons.
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Mexico is a signer of the NPT Non-Proifferation Treaty) According
to the National Report of Mexico in the Preparatory Committee for
the 2010 Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-
Proiferation of Nuclear Weapons. Mexico beieves that the key to
Non-Proliferation of nuclear weapons world wide is the NPT but
also thinks that the NPT would be more affecfive it was recognized
by the Infernational Court of Justice because countries would be
more concemed with legalies of nuclear weapons.

Mexico also beleves that North Korea needs to turn to the six-party
taks so that they can continue to have an open ine of
communication with the UN. Finaly, Mexico thinks that North
Korea needs to realize that their nuclear weapon tests not just
affects them, they are constanty a threat to the international
communky and shouid immediately stop the testing and
production of nuclear weapons (Heller, Security Counci 6141).


